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With a background in paediatric nursing, Julie Anne 

Grasso spent many years literally wrapping children in 

cotton wool. Every day she witnessed great courage 

and resilience from the tiny people she cared for, 

which inspired her to write stories about a little girl elf 

just like them. 

 

She has a degree in Nursing from Queensland University 

of Technology and has been published in her nerdy 

nursing specialty in medical journals, but her true love is 

writing about elf worlds that preferably involve some 

kind of dessert obsession.  

 

She has an awesome husband who loves to do battle 

in the computer trenches every day and a 3 year old 

elf called Giselle.  

Frankie Dupont and the 

Lemon Festival Fiasco  

 

By Julie Anne Grasso 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Julie Anne Grasso has my permission to 
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Clever Characters 
Name __________________________________    Date ________________ 

Circle the traits that describe each character. 

Frankie Sherlock Appleby 
Triplets 

Madame 
Mercure 

 

 

 

 

●first and only kid in 

Maizon to pass the 

private investigator’s 

training exam  

●fast on a scooter 

●wore a trench coat 

●wore a baseball cap 

●would never eat 

leftover pizza  

●9 years old 

●always told the truth 

●was saving money 

for an evidence kit 

 

 

 

 

 

●sprinted if he spotted 

a bunny 

●belonged to Amy  

●ex-sniffer dog 

●would retire soon 

●whimpered if he 

smelled something 

dangerous 

●almost was show and 

tell at school 

●wanted to become 

the Lemon Meringue 

Pie King 

 

 

 

 

●older than Frankie 

●owners of Sherlock 

●the boys drew 

mustaches on their 

teachers’ profile 

pictures 

●all three were  

well-behaved 

●the Invaders 

●Archie, Angus, and 

Amelia  

●they all wanted to 

help Frankie 

 

 

 

 

 

●short fingernails 

●sweet personality 

●helpful 

●insulted the children 

●Frankie’s friend 

●sister of Peri Stalsis 

●generous 

●dastardly 

●philanthropist 

●famous chef 

●sour-faced 

 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Clever Characters KEY 
Name __________________________________    Date ________________ 

Circle the traits that describe each character. 

Frankie Sherlock Appleby 
Triplets 

Madame 
Mercure 

 

 

 

 

●first and only kid in 

Maizon to pass the 

private investigator’s 

training exam  

●fast on a scooter 

●wore a trench coat 

●wore a baseball cap 

●would never eat 

leftover pizza  

●9 years old 

●always told the truth 

●was saving money 

for an evidence kit 

 

 

 

 

 

●sprinted if he spotted 

a bunny 

●belonged to Amy  

●ex-sniffer dog 

●would retire soon 

●whimpered if he 

smelled something 

dangerous 

●almost was show and 

tell at school 

●wanted to become 

the Lemon Meringue 

Pie King 

 

 

 

 

●younger than Frankie 

●owners of Sherlock 

●the boys drew 

mustaches on their 

teachers’ profile 

pictures 

●all three were  

well-behaved 

●the Invaders 

●named Archie, 

Angus, and Amelia  

●they all wanted to 

help Frankie 

 

 

 

 

 

●short fingernails 

●sweet personality 

●helpful 

●insulted the children 

●Frankie’s friend 

●sister of Peri Stalsis 

●generous 

●dastardly 

●philanthropist 

●famous chef 

●sour-faced 

 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Setting the Scenes 
Name __________________________________    Date ________________ 

Circle the words that describe each setting. 

shed stand Garden School 

 

 

 

 

 

●near strawberry 

patch 

●Gary’s workbench 

was in it 

●no door 

●poison container  

●plant food 

●tools 

●wheelbarrow 

●Gerome was being 

repaired there 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●sous chef was in 

charge 

●set up for the festival 

●near the blueberry 

path 

●lemonade was used 

in making cupcakes 

●customers had to be 

stopped 

●refreshing for all 

festival attendees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●pristine 

●conifer trees shaped 

as numbers and letters 

●amazing gardener 

named Jerome 

●path 

●strawberry patch 

●blueberry patch 

●lemon grove 

●lemonade stand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●floor creaked 

●bells 

●consolidated class 

●no detention policy 

●Amy worked there 

after school 

●located in a dark 

forest 

●one class had three 

teachers 

●did not allow show 

and tell 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Setting the Scenes Key 
Name __________________________________    Date ________________ 

Circle the words that describe each setting. 

shed stand Garden School 

 

 

 

 

 

●near strawberry 

patch 

●Gary’s workbench 

was in it 

●no door 

●poison container  

●plant food 

●tools 

●wheelbarrow 

●Gerome was being 

repaired there 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●sous chef was in 

charge 

●set up for the festival 

●near the blueberry 

path 

●lemonade was used 

in making cupcakes 

●customers had to be 

stopped 

●refreshing for all 

festival attendees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●pristine 

●conifer trees shaped 

as numbers and letters 

●amazing gardener 

named Jerome 

●path 

●strawberry patch 

●blueberry patch 

●lemon grove 

●lemonade stand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

●floor creaked 

●bells 

●consolidated class 

●no detention policy 

●Amy worked there 

after school 

●located in a dark 

forest 

●one class had three 

teachers 

●did not allow show 

and tell 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Name __________________________________    Date ________________ 
Describe a situation in life that is sour, and tell how things could be improved.   

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Name __________________________________    Page _______ 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

Draft a Detailed Descriptive Paragraph 
By _______________________    Date __________________ 

Write a descriptive paragraph about one of these pictures. 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Frankie needs your help! Please design an extended version spy kit for his next adventures. 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 

Devise Enhanced Spy Kit Devices 
Name __________________________________    Date 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Write a Brilliant Brochure for a Gnome Repair Service 
Name __________________________________    Date _________ 

Write an advertising brochure for gnome repairs.  Why are you the best? What do you service? Add a map to your location. 

What are your hours of operation?  Do you pick up and deliver?  What is the phone number and address? Be creative! 

Best in the business!  
______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________ 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Clever, Cool, Creative Cuisine  
Name ___________________  Date ______________ 

Plan a creative menu for the lemon festival.  What special dishes will be included? Use descriptive phrases.  

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Construct a Considerate Contraption  
Name ___________________ 

The cupcake shop has hired you to make a new invention that will trap and land people gently to their 

door.  Draw and label your invention and describe how it works.  

How this invention works! 
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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    Miss Chestnut 
  

    Simon Le Mont 
  

    Gardener Gary 
  

Meredith 
  

Evan 
  

Peri Stalsis 
  

Guilty or Not-Guilty? 
Name ___________________   Date _____________ 

Tell why each character seemed suspicious.  Explain why each was actually guilty or not.  

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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    Miss Chestnut 
Miss Chestnut gave a poisoned 

pie to Mr. Mulberry. 

Not guilty as she didn’t make the 

pie and did not want to hurt Mr. 

Mulberry.  She wanted to impress 

him. 

    Simon Le Mont 
As pie baker, it seemed logical 

that he baked the poison pies.  

He had a cold and could not 

taste the pies himself.   

Evan was the pie taster, and was 

giving him wrong information on 

purpose.  

    Gardener Gary 
Gary has time and opportunity to 

access the lemon grove and 

poison the lemons.  The poison 

was on his work bench. 

Gary desperately needed his job 

and had only been there a week. 

Giselle admitted to moving the 

poison to the work bench.   

Meredith 
It would seem Meredith would 

want to own the lemon grove as 

she asked if it was a heritage site 

and could not be sold.  

The reason she asked was she did 

not want it sold. She wanted the 

manor to stay as it was and did 

not own Everlasting Orchards. 

Evan 
Evan was seen trying to put the 

poison container in the garbage 

and not the recycling and 

threatened Gary about his job. 

Evan was thought to be the 

nephew of Mrs. Charles, but 

turned out to be the son of Peri 

and nephew of Mercure.  

Peri Stalsis 
His spoon remained up at the 

tasting.  He was the brother of 

Madame Mercure and the father 

of Evan.  

Madame Mercure, Peri Stalsis, 

and Evan all conspired to 

purchase the lemon grove and 

thereby own Enderby Manor. 

Guilty or Not-Guilty?  KEY 
Name ___________________   Date _____________ 

Possible answers, accept logical and correct responses. 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Advanced Agreeable Adjectives 
Name ___________________ 

Use one adjective to describe each picture. 

__________________ __________________ __________________ 

__________________ __________________ __________________ 

__________________ __________________ __________________ 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Advanced Agreeable Adjectives Key 
Name ___________________ 

Possible answers below. Accept logical adjectives for answers.   

real or whole sliced, round, sour half, flavorful 

smooth or fresh happy, glad frozen, ice-cold 

cold, refreshing part, partial initial sound, first letter 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Name _________________________    Date _________ 

As Frankie’s Dad always said, “If things don’t add up . . . 

follow the evidence trail, no matter where it leads you.”  

Phytophotodermatitis 
Is a real condition.  To avoid having this 

problem, what should be done? 

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________ 

Number the steps in order: 
   

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/
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Name _________________________    Date _________ 

As Frankie’s Dad always said, “If things don’t add up . . . 

follow the evidence trail, no matter where it leads you.”  

Phytophotodermatitis 
Is a real condition.  To avoid having this 

problem, what should be done? 

Be sure to wear gloves when 

squeezing citrus fruits.   

Then, wash juice from skin before 

going in the sun.  

Number the steps in order: 

3 1 2 

http://www.thewiseowlfactory.com/BookaDay/


Name _____________________ 





Name _____________________ 




